Abstruct-In this paper, we present a real-time computation algorithm based on the bufferless fluid flow model [6] for call admission control (CAC) on one link of an asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) network with heterogeneous bursty traffic. Cell loss probability is adopted as the measure of quality-of-service (QoS). Our computation algorithm requires a constant memory size and needs only two multiplications and one division to determine whether a connection request can be accepted or not. It is known [7] , that due to the interference between different types of traffic the individual cell loss probability may not meet the requirement even though the global one does. In this paper, we provide a close upper-bound for individual cell loss probability which can easily be obtained with our computation algorithm. Numerical examples using typical traffic parameters are studied to corroborate the upper-bound. We also compare the performance of the investigated CAC scheme with that of the effective bandwidth technique [9].
I. INTRODUCTION HE asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) has been chosen
T as a flexible and efficient transmission standard for broadband integrated service digital network (€3-ISDN). Since ATM adopts the statistical multiplexing technique, traffic control is necessary to avoid possible congestion at each network node and to achieve the quality-of-service (QoS) requested by each connection. Traffic control methods are often divided into two categories, reactive control and preventive control. Because of real time constraint, preventive control is considered to be more suitable than reactive control for high speed networks. Call admission control (CAC) and bandwidth policing are two effective forms of preventive traffic control.
Several CAC schemes for individual links of ATM networks have been proposed and analyzed recently [ 11-[9] . Longterm time-averaged cell loss probability and cell delay are often adopted as measures of QoS. Cell delay can usually be controlled within a desired bound by engineering the buffer size, hence in this paper we choose cell loss probability as the QoS. Control schemes based on exact analysis of cell loss probability can achieve good utilization of link capacity. However, the analysis is often too complicated to implement and, moreover, the result is quite sensitive to burst length, a traffic parameter which is difficult to be declared and policed.
Control schemes based on simplified models have also been investigated. An example is the effective bandwidth technique [9] . The effective bandwidth (called equivalent capacity in [8] ) of a set of connections multiplexed on a transmission link is defined as the minimum amount of bandwidth required to achieve a desired QoS [8] . A computationally simple approximate expression for the effective bandwidth of individual and multiplexed connections was derived in [8] . Based on the approximate expression, CAC can be performed in real time. Unfortunately, the approximate expression loses the benefit of statistical multiplexing gain and thus, becomes inappropriate when statistical multiplexing is significant.
Another example is the bufferless fluid flow model studied in [6] and [7] . However, the control schemes suggested in [6] and [7] require computation of convolution which is difficult to be performed in real time. A virtual bandwidth technique was suggested in [7] to replace the convolution. The virtual bandwidth of each type of traffic is derived based on the homogeneous traffic model and thus, cannot guarantee the QoS under heterogeneous traffic conditions. In fact, the interference between different types of traffic is very difficult to determine
In this paper, we present a fast implementation for the CAC scheme proposed in [6] and [7] . We show that if information about the current traffic on the link is stored in an appropriate manner, then the system can decide whether or not to accept a connection request with only two multiplications and one division.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 11, we review the bufferless fluid flow model. Our computation algorithm is presented in Section 111. In Section IV, we extend the computation algorithm to obtain a close upper-bound of individual cell loss probability. Some numerical examples are studied in Section V. Comparisons of the performance of the investigated CAC scheme with that of the effective bandwidth technique is also presented in this section. Conclusion is finally drawn in Section VI.
[71.
THE BUFFERLESS FLUID FLOW MODEL
For simplicity, we study on-off sources, i.e., all traffic sources alternate between active and idle periods. On-off models had been adopted to approximate real traffic sources [lo] and [ l l ] . The computation algorithm to be presented in Section I11 can be generalized for sources described by Markov-modulated fluid flow models [9] .
Consider an on-off source. In active periods, cells are generated at a peak bit rate denoted by (MAX). In idle periods, 
MAX, '
Assuming the calls are independent, the density function of the aggregate traffic generated by the N existing calls, denoted by q(x), is equal to the convolution of f l , f i , . . . , and f~, i.e.,
cell loss probability [7l and thus, can be used as a criterion for CAC. Unfortunately, to use (3)- (5) to calculate the virtual cell loss probability, one needs to perform convolution which is not real-time computable if the number of existing calls is large. Suppose the N existing calls can be categorized into L, classes so that two calls are in a same class iff they have the same peak and AVG's. Furthermore, assume that class j has N3 calls such that E,"=, N3 = N. To determine whether or not a connection request can be accepted, one has to determine the pdf of the traffic generated by the existing calls and the call requesting connection. Let f~+ l ( x ) denote the pdf of the traffic generated by the call requesting connection. Since the number of nonzero terms in q(z) could be as large N; x . . . x N;) [6] . As an example, for L = 7 and N1 = N2 = . . . = N7 = 10, one needs to perform more than ten million multiplications to determine whether a connection request should be accepted or denied. Obviously, this cannot be done in real time. Storing the density function is another difficulty for the convolution method, because the number of nonzero terms in q(z) varies and the locations where q(x) is nonzero are irregular (they depend on the traffic type of exiting calls).
In [7] , the virtual bandwidth technique was proposed to replace convolution. The virtual bandwidth of each traffic type is derived based on the homogeneous traffic assumption. [t was found [7] , that in a heterogeneous environment the virtual bandwidth may increase because of the interference between Let ET denote the excess traffic and p represent the traffic different Of "affic. Consequently, the individual QOS cannot be guaranteed using the virtual bandwidth technique. The effect of interference is very difficult to determine, espeload. The virtual cell loss probability Pw is defined as [7] _ _ pv := __ EY1 (3) cially when there are many different types of traffic sources. In the following section, we present a computation algorithm
which requires a constant memory size and can be performed in real time. Notice that the virtual cell loss probability depends only on MAX, and AVG,. Moreover, it is an upper-bound of the actual
j times the unit rate U can be expressed as
Define I ( m ) as follows: Note, that the quantized source model is burstier than the unquantized one (the burstiness of a traffic source with MAX and AVG is defined as MAWAVG) and the virtual cell loss probability of the quantized system is an upper-bound of that of the unquantized one. This is proved in the Appendix. Consequently, one can use the quantized model for CAC. The loss in utilization due to quantization will be studied in Section V.
IV. INDIVIDUAL CELL Loss PROBABILITY
The cell loss probability defined in Section I11 is for global traffic. In this section, we study the cell loss probability for each individual type of traffic. Tag an existing traffic source of type i . Let q o ( k ) denote the pdf of random variable (r.v.) X, the aggregate traffic generated by all the traffic sources except for the tagged one. For notational convenience, let M, and A, denote, respectively, the MAX and AVG of the tagged source. If Y denotes the r.v. of the traffic generated by the tagged source, then the virtual cell loss probability Pv, of the tagged source (or type I sources) is given by
cell loss probability of the tagged source is then given by is used for the global cell loss probability and I,(m) is used for the individual cell loss probability of type i traffic sources. CAC based on individual cell loss probabilities can be implemented as follows. When a connection request with MAX and AVG arrives, the system performs the following three steps. In Step 1), W denotes the r.v. of the traffic generated by the call requesting connection.
Step
where Therefore, one can use P v , as the virtual cell loss probability for type i traffic sources. Notice that Pv, is a close upper-
bound of Pv,. This can be seen from
MAX which means g ( z )
is very close to a straight line and thus, Jensen's inequality provides a close upper-bound. We shall corroborate this upper-bound with numerical examples in the next section.
It should be pointed out that Pv, = E [ Z , / ( Z , + C ) ] may

+-I, ( C -M, -MAX). (17)
Step 2) If the connection request creates a new traffic type MAX (type L + I), compute underestimate the cell loss probability of type z traffic if some traffic types are quantized and type 7 is not. However, Jensen's
inequality always gives an upper-bound. To see this, suppose there is no quantization and Pv,, the cell loss probability of where type i traffic, is computed using the exact density functions By Jensen's inequality, we have
" I -r -
where V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES In the examples studied in this section, we assume link capacity C = 1 0 Mb/s. Two types of traffic sources are considered. Type I sources have MAX1 = 64 Kb/s and AVGl = 32 Kb/s. The two parameters for type I1 sources are MAX2 = 5 Mb/s and AVG2 = 0.5 Mb/s. The desired cell loss probability is restricted to be at most for both types of traffic sources.
In Figs. 2 4 , we use global cell loss probability for CAC. Fig. 2 shows the admissible regions for combinations ( n l , n2), where n, denotes the number of type z sources, for U = 8 Kb/s, 64 Kb/s, and 100 Kb/s. For convenience, the combinations lying on the boundary are called maximum combinations. Notice that there is no quantization loss for ?L = 8 Kb/s because both MAX1 and MAX2 are integral multiples of 8 Kb/s. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the quantization loss is quite small for U = 64 Kb/s and 100 Kb/s. In other words, it is possible to reduce the required memory size and updating time by selecting a larger value of U with only a slight sacrifice in utilization. Fig. 3 illustrates the utilized link capacity versus the number of type I1 sources for maximum combinations. The utilized link capacity for combination ( n~. n2) is defined as n1 x AVGl + n 2 x AVG2. The oscillation in Fig. 4 is due to the constraint of integer number of sources, i.e., both n,l and n2 need to be integers. Let (kl, k z ) , and ( k ; , k2) be maximum combinations for the unquantized system and the quantized system, respectively.
When n2 is increased from k2 to IC2 + 1, both k1 and k i are decreased. In general, the decrement of k; is greater than that of k l , because the more the type I1 sources, the more the quantization loss. Moreover, the constraint of integer number of sources results in different losses to the unquantized and quantized systems. When more type I1 sources are added, the losses can accumulate to accommodate a type I source. Utilized link capacity versus number of type I1 sources for maximum
In Fig. 5 , we examine the upper-bound derived from Jensen's inequality in Section IV. In this figure, the number of type I1 sources is fixed at 50. One can see from the figure that the upper-bound is close to the actual value. In Figs. 6-8, we consider individual cell loss probabilities for CAC. Fig. 6 shows the admissible regions, which are slightly smaller than those shown in Fig. 2 because of the interference between type I and type I1 traffic. Fig. 7 shows the utilized link capacity for maximum combinations. The decrease in utilization caused by quantization and the adoption of Jensen's inequality is small for our investigated example. For example, the utilized link capacity is about 76 Mb/s for U = 8 Kb/s and about 75.5 Mb/s for U = 100 Kb/s (with quantization and Jensen's inequality) when the number of type I1 sources is equal to SO. The percentage of loss in utilization caused by quantization and adoption of Jensen's inequality is shown in Fig. 8 . One can see that the percentage of loss is always smaller than 4%.
Figs. 9-1 1 show the admissible regions of the investigated CAC scheme and the effective bandwidth technique [9] with various buffer sizes. For the investigated scheme, buffer size is not a parameter. For the effective bandwidth technique, state transition rates have to be considered. Let rfl (rfO) denote the transition rate of type i sources from "off' ("on") state to "on" ("off") state. Notice that the stationary probability of "on" state is given by T ;~/ ( T~~ + r:') = AVG;/MAX;, which implies rfo = MAX;/AVG; x rpl(l -AVGJMAX;). In Figs. 9-1 I, we choose r!' =I rgl = 0.1; ryl = rg' = 1; and r o l -01 --rP -10, respectively. It can be seen in these figures that, for the effective bandwidth technique to outperform the investigated scheme, the required buffer size would become unreasonably large. Since the effective bandwidth technique requires large buffer size, we would expect that it is used for delay in-sensitive traffic and our investigated scheme for delay sensitive traffic.
VI. CONCLUSION
Call admission control for ATM networks is an important issue that has attracted the attention of many researchers Utilized link capacity versus number of type I1 sources for maximum in recent years. Exact analysis based on various queuing models can achieve good utilization of network resources; such analysis often is too complicated to be performed in real time, however, and the results are sensitive to traffic parameters such as burst rate and burst length, which cannot be easily declared and policed. In this paper, we have presented a fast implementation of a CAC scheme which uses only two traffic parameters, the MAX and AVG, of each traffic source. The computation algorithm can be generalized for a system with sources described by Markov-modulated fluid flow models. An interesting further research topic is to extend the results to ;a system with prioritized traffic sources.
APPENDIX
In this Appendix, we prove that the virtual cell loss proba-. bility for the quantized system is greater than or equal to that of the unquantized system. Number of Type I1 Sources Number of Type I1 Sources 
Pro08
The theorem can be proved as follows: (21) where it1 is the smallest integer greater than or equal to t. We 
